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DEFORMATION OF SURFACES IMMERSED IN UNIMODULAR 
AFFINE SPACE OF FOUR DIMENSIONS 
JINDRICH KERNDL, Brno 
(Received August 9, 1967) 
The local theory of deformations (in Cartan's conception) of subvarieties of so 
called flat spaces is an important part of classical differential geometry. In this paper, 
the existence and the properties of surfaces (i.e. varieties of two dimensions) im­
mersed in an affine space of four dimensions, which are in. a deformation of second 
order, are studied. 
1. INTRODUCTORY NOTIONS 
1.1. Let A4 be a 4-dimensional affine space and (A) be a surface generated by the 
point A = A(u, v), being immersed in this space. The admissible couples (u, v) are 
taken from an open neighborhood of C2 (C = complex numbers). Let us suppose, 
(A) to be a surface sustaining conjugate net. To each point of the surface we associate 
a frame consisting of the point A and of linearly independent vectors J 1 ,/ 2 ,/ 3 ,/ 4 
such that 
(i.i) {.hhhW] = i • 
The fundamental equations of the moving frame are 
(1.2) dA = ^cojIj, dlj-^cojth (y = l ,2 r 3,4), 
where cop cojk are linear differential forms in parameters on which the moving frame 
is depending. 
Differentiating (1.1) and using (1.2), we obtain 
(1.3) colt -f co22 + co33 + co44 = 0. 
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Further, the forms co fulfil the structure equations of the affine space 
4 4 
(1.4) dco,. = £ cok A cokj , dcou = £ o)iJk A ©*_, ( i , j = 1, 2, 3, 4) . 
„ f c = l fc=l 
We can specialize the frame so that the following equations hold 
(1.5) co3 = co4 = 0 , 
(1.6) co13 = cox , co23 = co14 = 0 , co24 = co2 , 
(1.7) co12 = aiCo2 , co21 = a ^ i , 
(1.8) co43 = j51a>2 , co34 = ^2coj , 
(1.9) 2cou - co33 = a2co2 , 2co22 - co44 = a ^ . 
There is cot A co2 4= 0. 
Besides other, it means that the vectors Il9I2 are touching the conjugate net. 
Therefore its equation is co1co2 = 0. The vectors J3 and J4 are parallel with the oscu-
lating planes of curves co2 = 0 and cox = 0 respectively. 
By exterior differentiation of the equations (1.7), (1.8), (1.9), we obtain 
» 
(1.10) cot A co32 + co2 A (dai — a1co11) — a\co1 A co2 = 0 , 
cox A (da2 — a2co22) + co2 A CO41 + a2cox A co2 = 0 . 
(1.11) cot A co41 - co2 A [dpx - j?i(co22 + C044 - C033)] + a^iCO! A co2 = 0 , 
cot A [dj82 - j?2(colx + co33 - co44)] - co2 A co32 + a2j82co! A CO2 = 0 . 
(1.12) 3cot A co31 + co2 A (da2 — a2co22) — (3aia2 + plP2) cot A co2 = 0 , 
co± A (dax - alco11) + 3co2 A CO42 + (3axa2 + PtP2) ^ i A co2 = 0 . 
Let us denote by <5, as usual, the differentiation such that 8u = 8v = 0 and let us 
write cou(5) = eu. Then we have from (1.10), (1.11), (1.12) 
(1.13) 5a! = a1e11 , <5a2 = a2e22 , dpx = px(e22 + e44 - e33) , 
t>Pi = Pi^n + e33 - e44). 
It results that ai,a2,P1,p2 are relative invariants. We shall always suppose a1a2p1p2 4
s 
=f= 0. (About geometrical signification of vanishing of au a2, px, p2 see [3].) 
With respect to (1.5), (1.6), (1.7), (1.8), the fundamental equations are of the form 
(1.14) dA = coj, + co2J2 , 
dlx as cotlIt + a1co2I2 + COxI3 , 
dJ2 = a2co1I1 + co22I2 + co2J4, 
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d/ 3 = C03 1I! + CO32/2 + G>33*3 + Pl<»lh > 
dI 4 = C041Ix + C042I2 + PXC02I3 + ^44*4 • 
Moreover, the equations (1.3) and (1.9) hold. 
Now, let us consider a surface (B) immersed in a 4-dimensional affine space A4 
and generated by the point B = B(u\ v'). Let us take the same suppositions on (B) 
as those on (A). Let the frame of (B) be consisted of the point B and of the vectors 
J!, J2, J3, J4 such that 
( i . ľ ) УгJгJiJ^ = 1 
We denote all expressions connected with (B) by an apostroph. Let the frame 
associated with (B) be specialized in the same way as that associated with (A). 
In particular, co[co'2 = 0 is the equation of conjugate net on (B) and the fundamental 
equations are of the form 
(1.14') dB = co'iJ1 + co2J2 , 
dJ! = co'xlJx + <x[co'2J2 + c0iJ3 , 
dJ2 = OL'2CO'XJX + co22J2 + co'2J4, 
dJ3 = CO'3iJ1 + Ca32J2 + C023J3 + PWJ A > 
dJ4 = co'4iJ1 + co42J2 + P'iCO'2J3 + co44J4 . 
1.2. Let C : (A) -> (B) be a correspondence such that the point B = CA of the 




COл ^ l l 0 * ! + ^12^02 » æ2 = ^ 2 1 ^ 1 + ^ 2 2 ^ 2 » 
A = ^ l l ^ 1 2 
Я 2 i л 2 2 
Ф O . 
Һj = Є'ij ~ ЄІJ . 
We shall use the following specification 
xij = w'ij - a>ij. 
By exterior differentiation of (1.15), we obtain 
(1A7) cox A (dAn + A^Tn) + c02 A [dA12 + A 1 2 (T n + con - co22)] + 
+ ( ^ 1 1 ^ 2 — ^ 1 1 ^ 2 2 ^ 2 " " * T 2 ^ 1 + ^ , 1 2 ^ ' 2 1 a 2 ) G*l A C02 = 0 , 
cox A [dA21 + A 2 1 ( T 2 2 + co22 - CO11L)~] + co2 A (dA22 + A 2 2 T 2 2 ) + 
+ ( A 2 1 0 C 2 — A 2 2 & i — A 1 2 A 2 1 0 C 1 + •^i 1 A 2 2 0C 1 ) C01 A C02 = 0 . 
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Hence we have 
8Xtl = -^-iitii 9 
oX12 = ^12(^22 ~~ '11 ~~ ^11) > 
3X21 = A2i(^ii — *2 2 — £22)* 
^ 2 2 ^ ~~ ^22*22 » 
however, SX = 0 as a consequence of tn + f22 = 0. The expressions Xll9 Xll9 X2l9 X22 
are relative invariants. With regard to (1.16) we can suppose for example Xtl 4= 0. 
Now the geometrical signification of A12 = 0 is that the families of curves cox == 0 
and co[ = 0 of the conjugate nets of (A) and (B) respectively correspond mutually. 
The signification of A21 = 0 is analogous. 
The correspondence C : (̂ 4) -> (B) is called conjugate in case it is given by relations 
(we denote Xtl = Xl9 X22 = X2) 
(1.18) c0i = Xxcox , co2 = X2co2 , X = XXX2 + 0 . 
The geometrical characterization of the conjugate correspondences follows from the 
foregoing consideration. Conjugate nets of both the surfaces (A) and (B) are cor-
responding. The specification is chosen so that the family co[ = 0 (co2 = 0) of the 
surface (B) corresponds to the family cox = 0 (co2 = 0) of the surface (A). 
By exterior d fferentiation of (1.18), we get 
(1.19) cox A (dXx + AiTii) — X1r2co1 A co2 = 0, 
co2 A (dX2 + A2T22) + X2rxcox A CO2 = 0, 
where rx = X^ — al9 r2 = X2a2 — a2. So we have 
(1.20) 5XX = - A ^ n , 8X2 = -X2t22 , 5X = 0 . 
Using Cartan's lemma, the equations (1.19) yield 
' (1.21) dX% + X1x11 = f1co1 + Xxr2co2 , 
dA2 + A2T22 = X2r1co1 + f2co2 . 
We shall consider (A) being a surface immersed in the 4-dimensional projective 
space P4 arising from the space A4 by the projective extension. Then each vector 
of A4 is an improper point of P4. These points generate the 3-dimensional improper 
space N3 of the affine space A4. Without any danger of misunderstanding, we shall 
speak about the points ll912 etc. when thinking of the improper points determined 
by the mentioned vectors. We shall do a similar supposition concerning the sur-
face (£). 
The tangent plane [JAJ1/2] of the surface (A) at the point A meets the space N3 in 
the straight line [I1I2]. If the point A is generating the surface (A)9 then the straight 
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line [I!I2] is generating the line congruence L. In accordance with our suppositions, 
the congruence L has two different focal surfaces. Similarly by L' the congruence of 
the straight lines [JiJ2] *
s t o be denoted. 
To each line of the congruence L we associate a frame consisting of the points 
Ix, I2,13, J4 and according to (1.14) the fundamental system of differential equations 
is of the form 
(1.22) dlt = <o11Il + a1co2I2 + <Oih > 
dI2 = 0L2O)iIi + <o22I2 + co2I4, 
d / 3 = (03JX + 0)32I2 + (W33/3 + P2<OxI4 9 
dI4 = <04XIX + <042I2 + P\<02h + ^44^4 • 
Moreover, the equations (1.3) and (1.9) hold. 
Now it can be found that the developable surfaces of the congruence L correspond 
to the conjugate net of the surface (A) in the following sense: If the point A moves 
along the curve cox = 0 (co2 = 0) of the surface (A), the corresponding straight line 
[ l i l 2 ] of the tangent plane of the surface (A) at the point A generates the developable 
surface cox = 0 (co2 = 0) of the congruence L. 
Let us suppose that C : (A) ~+ (B) is a correspondence. By means of C the cor-
respondence y : L -> L' is determined in a natural way so that the improper straight 
lines of the tangent planes at the points A, B = CA. correspond to each other. In 
particular, if C : (A) -> (B) is conjugate, then y : L -> L is developable. (About 
developable correspondences see [2].) 
2. AFFINE DEFORMATION 
2.1. Let (A) be a surface in an affine space A4 with the frame specialized so that the 
fundamental system of differential equations is (1.14). Let us take a similar supposi-
tion concerning the surface (B) immersed in the space A4. Let us consider the cor-
respondence C : (A) -> (B) given by the relations (1.15), (1.16). Moreover, the 
equations (1.17) hold. 
The correspondence C : (̂ 4) -> (B) is called an affine deformation of order k, if 
for each point A of the surface (̂ 4) there exists an affinity T: A4 -> A4 such that the 
surfaces (TA), (B) have the analytic contact of order k at the point B = CA We say 
that T realizes the affine deformation C. 
Now, we attend to a deformation of first order. The conditions foi the correspon-
dence C to be an affine deformation of the first order consist in the existence of the 
affinity Tso that it holds 
(2.1) TA = B, TdA = dB . 
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Let the affinity T be given by 
(2.2) TA = B + £ a J,, 77, = £ -VA , 0* = 1, 2, 3, 4) . 
V = l V = l 
Further, we shall always assume the determinant of the matrix M = ||a^v|| being equal 
to one, i.e. 
(2.3) det |M| = 1 . 
Making use of affinity (2.2) and equations (1.14), (1.14'), (1.15), we get from the 
conditions (2.1) that any correspondence C : (A) -+ (B) is an affine deformation of 
the first order. Affinity T(so called tangent affinity) realizing this deformation exists 
and generally it is of the form 
(2.4) ' TA = B , TIX~ XltJx + X21J2 , TI2 = X12JX + A22J2, 
4 
TIn = E a^Jv > V = 3, 4 ; 
(2.5) 
X - i _ "33 "34 
#43 a 4 4 
2.2. Let us suppose, considering the same specialization of frames of the surfaces 
(A), (B) as in the previous paragraph, that C is an affine deformation of second 
order. Then for each point of the surface (A) there exists the affinity T: A4 -> A\ so 
that it holds 
(2.6) TA = B, TdA = dB , Td 2 A = d2B . 
The correspondence C is given by relations (1.15), (1.16). With regard to the first two 
equations (2.6) we can suppose that the affinity Tis of the form (2.4). Making use of 
(1.14), we compute 
(2.7) d2A = (dcot + co1co11 + ct2
coico2)l1 + 
+ (dco2 + co2co22 + o^cOiO^Pj + co\l3 + a)2 /4 
and analogously by using of (1.15) 
(2.8) d2J5 = [dX11co1 + Xtl dco1 + dX12co2 + A12 dco2 + (X11co1 + X12co2) co'lt + 
+ ^2(^1 l^Zl^l + ^*21^12COlC02 + ^11^22G)1C02 + ^12^22^2)} Jl + 
+ {dX21co1 + X21 dcot + dX22co2 + X22 dco2 + 
+ (̂ 21̂ 1 + ^22^2) ̂ 22 + 
+ ct'1(X11X2iCol + X12X21co1co2 + X11X22co1co2 + X12X22col)} J2 + 
+ (Xltcol + 2X11X12co1co2 + A?2c02) J 3 + 
+ (^21^1 + -^•22^2lcolCt*2 + X22CD2)J4 . 
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Finally, we have from equation (2.7) by means of affinity (2.4) 
(2.9) Td 2 A = {X11(dco1 + co1co11 + a ^ c t ^ ) + A12(dct>2 + co2co22 + a ^ a ^ ) + 
+ a31co\ + a4ico\} J! + {X21(dco1 + coxcotl + a2a>1a>2) + 
+ A22(dcy2 + C02c022 + a ^ c * ^ ) + a32co\ + a42co\} J2 + 
+ (a33co\ + a43co\) J3 + (a34co\ + a44a>2) J4. 
With respect to the last equation (2.6), we compare the coefficients of linearly in-
dependent vectors Jl9 J2, J3, J4 being on the right-hand sides of the expressions 
(2.8), (2.9). The coefficients of J3, J4 are 
a33co\ + a43co\ = X11co1 -h 2X11X12co1co2 + X12co2 , 
a34co
2 + a44co\ = X21cot + 2A22A21CO1CO2 + X\2co2 . 
Hence we have 
(2.10) a33 = Xtl , a43 = X12 , a34 = x21 , a44 = A2 2 , 
and also , 
(2.11) XltX12 = 0 , A22A21 = 0 . 
Let us attend to the equations (2.11). The condition (1.16) yields that it cannot be 
simultaneously X1X and A12 or X21 and X22 equal to zero. Let us assume Xlt + 0. 
Then according to the first equation (2*11) there is A12 = 0. With respect to..(1.16) 
we have X22 + 0 and according to the second equation (2.11) there is X21 = 0. 
Therefore it is necessary for C to be a conjugate correspondence. 
Now, with the specification used in (1.18), by comparing the coefficients of J1? J2, 
we get 
(dX1 + X1x11)co1 + /l1r2co1co2 — a31co\ — a41co\ = 0 , 
(dA2 + A2T2 2) co2 + A2r1co1co2 - a32co\ - a42co\ = 0 . 
Substituting from (1.21), it results 
<*3i = / i > a41=09 r2 = Q, 
«42 = Si > <*32 = 0 , rt = 0 . 
The condition (2.5) is (XXX2)
Z = 1, so XtX2 = 1 can be chosen. 
Cosequently, the necessary conditions for C to be an affine deformation of second 
order are as follows: 
C is conjugate and, moreover, it holds 
(2.12) ^ a i — oc1 = 0 , A2a2 — a2 = 0 , XtX2 = 1 . 
It is easy to see that the above mentioned conditions are sufficient, too. We formulate 
this result in 
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Theorem 1. Let C : (.4) -* (B) be a correspondence determined by relations 
(1.15), (1.16). The correspondence C is an affine deformation of second order if and 
only if it is conjugate and the equations (2.12) hold. 
As regards the,affinity T realizing affine deformation of second order, we find out 
Lemma 1. The affinity T: A4 -* A4 realizing an affine deformation of second 
order (s.c. osculating affinity) exists and generally is of the form 
(2.13) TA~B, T / ^ V i , T/2 = A2J2, 7I3 = k\J3 , 
TI4~k
2
2J4, 0 M 2 « 1 ) . 
Further, let us remark that there is 
5(Oi = "^eiiCOl , 5C02 = ~~^22°^2 • 
With respect to (1.13), we compute that the forms 
(2.14) (p = a1a2co1co2 , 
(2.15) i/t = plp2Q}1Q)2 
are invariant (i.e. 5<p = 0, 5̂ r = 0). We next establish two lemmas declaring the con-
text of an affine deformation of second order with the invariant forms q>, <pf and then 
by means of these forms the context of the correspondence C : (A) -* (B) with the 
correspondence y : L-* L. 
Lemma 2. Let C : (A) -• (B) be a correspondence between the surfaces (A) and (B). 
If C is an affine deformation of second order, it holds 
<P = <P' • 
Actually, let us suppose that C is an affine deformation of second order. Then C is 
conjugate and the equations (2.12) hold (in accordance with Theorem 1.). 
Now, by using of (1.18) we have 
cp' = (x[(x2co[a)2 = (xl(x2o)1co2 = q>. 
Lemma 3. Let C : (A) ~+ (B) be a correspondence. If C is an affine deformation of 
second order, then the correspondence y : L-+ L is a point deformation. 
It is enough to compare the result of Lemma 2. with Proposition. 2 in [1], p. 16. 
2.3. In this section, we shall deal especially with the existence problem. Let us 
suppose again, C : (̂ 4) -* (B) to be an affine deformation of second order, i.e. C is 
conjugate and (2.12) hold. 
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From the first equation (1.20), it follows that we can choose 
A. = 1 . 
That means the frames were specialized by the relation tn = 0. With respect to the 
last equation (2.12), we have also 
A2 = l , 
correspondence C being determined by 
(2.16) co[ = (ox , (o2 = o)2 . 
The conditions for C to be an affine deformation of second order are 
(2.17) oc[ = ocl , a 2 = a 2 
and affinity realizing this deformat ion is 
(2.18) TA = B, Tlk~Jk (k = l , 2 , 3 , 4 ) . 
N o w , we have in recapi tulat ion 
(2.19) x n = T 2 2 = T3 3 = T 4 4 = 0 , . 
T12 = T21 = 0 , 
T43 = PlO)2 , T34 = Pl^l » 
where /? t = /?i - j5 l5 fi2 = j82 - /?2 was denoted . 
By exterior differentiation of (2.19), we get 
(2.20) cot A T 3 1 = 0 , 
co2 A T 4 2 = 0 , 
0>i A T3 2 = 0 , 
C02 A T 4 1 = 0 , 
CO! A T4 1 - C02 A [d/>! ~ $X((D22 + 0)^ - CO33)] + 0Cxpx(Ox A Ct>2 = 0 , 
(Ox A [d/?2 - J52(C0U + CO33 - C044)] - C02 A T32 -F 0C2^2(O1 A C02 = 0, 
and moreover the condition 
(2.21) fi'iP'2 = PtP2-
Let us take in mind that the equation (2.21) means equality of planar forms ij/ and \j/' 
of the congruences Land L' in the correspondence y : L -• L'. (See [ l ] , p. 39.) If we 
take into consideration Lemma 3, it holds 
Theorem 2. Let C : (A) -> (B) be a correspondence. If C is an affine deformation 
of second order, then the correspondence y : L~* L is a point and planar deforma-
tion. 
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Let us revert to the relations (2.20). We get 
5ft = ft(e22 + e44 - e 3 3 ) , <5ft = ft(e1]L + e33 - e44), 
ft> ft being relative invariants. Taking in mind the equation (2.21), two cases are to 
be distinguished r 
I. ft = ft = 0 , II. ft * 0 , ft * 0 . 
I. ft = ft = 0. 
We shall next denote this case of affine deformation of second order by C0 : (A) -» (B) 
and we shall call it a special deformation. 
So it holds 
(2.22) ft = J ? i , ft = ft,. 
the equations (2.19) being of the form 
(2.23) Tlt -= T22 = T33 = T 4 4 = T12 = T21 = T4.3 = T 3 4 = 0 . 
The corresponding exterior quadratic relations are 
(2.24) cot A T31 = 0 , co2 A T 4 1 = 0 , 
^ 2 A T 4 2 = 0 , OJi A T 4 1 = 0 , 
0}t A T 3 2 = 0 , CQ2 A T 3 2 = 0 . 
From (2.24), it results that 
(2.25) T3 1 = mooy , T4 2 = nco2 , T3 2 = T4 1 = 0 . 
Now, we are in a position to establish directly (see also [1], p. 124). 
Theorem 3. Let CQ : (A) -» (B) be a special affine deformation of second order. 
Then the correspondence y : L-» L' is a singular projective deformation of second 
order. 
The exterior differentiation of (2.25) gives 
(2.26) . . , . . • o)\ A (dm — ma>33) + ma2co1 A CO2 = 0 , 
co2 A (dn — nco44) — noiyCOy A a>2 = 0 
and further 
(2.27) axm 4- ftn = 0 , 
ftm + a2n = 0 . 
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Let us take notice of the conditions (2.27). If it is m = 0, then there is also n = 0 
(and conversely) and we have T31 = x42 = 0 as it is seen from (2.25). But now all 
TI7 = 0 for i,j = 1, 2, 3, 4, the surfaces (A) and (B) being equivalent. 
When excluding this trivial case, the condition for the existence of a non-zero solu-
tion of system (2.27) is 
(2.28) a ta2 - ptfi2 = 0, 
being in accordance with the well known fact that if the correspondence y : L -> 11 
is a singular projective deformation of second order, then the congruences L, L are 
JV-congruences. (See [1], p. 125.) 
From (2.27), taking in mind (2.28), it results 
(2.29) H = - k . 
n (Xi 
Using (1.13), we have 
S (ii\ , h (,33 - e44) 
and we are in a position to specialize the frames in such a way that 
(2.30) /?2 = a i . 
With respect to (2.28), (2.29) there is 
(2.31) pt = a2 , m = — n . 
From the equations (2.26), we obtain 
(2.32) dm — mc033 = kico1 — m<x2co2 , 
(2.33) dn — nco44,
 = k2co2 — noc1coi 
and according to the second equation (2.31) 
(2.34) m(co44. — c033) = (kt + mat) cot -F (fc2 — ma2) co2 . 
By exterior differentiation of (2.32), (2.34), we get 
(2.35) cot A (dfct + mc031) — mco2 A da2 -f (-)cox A co2 = 0, 
cot A (dkx + mco3l + m dat) -f 
F co2 A (dk2 — mco42 — m da2) -F (.) o)i A co2 = 0 , 
where the coefficients at cox A co2 (not being written) do not interest us. 
The triplets [(i), C0, (B)], where C0 : (A) -> (B) is a special deformation of 
second order are given by the system (1.3), (1.5), (1.6), (1.7), (1.8), (1.9), (216), 
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(2.23), (2.25), (2.32), (2.34) together with the exterior quadratic relations (2.35) and 
with the relations arising from (1.10), (1.11), (1.12) and having after arrangement the 
form 
(2.36) *> (ox A cw32 -f (o2 A d<xx + (.)(ox A (O2 = 0, 
(ox A da2 + (o2 A co4X + (.) (ox A a>2 = 0, 
cox A a>41 — co2 A dj8t + (.) (ox A co2 = 0, 
COt A d /?2 — Ct>2 A C032 + ( . ) (Ox A Q)2 = 0 , 
3cot A co31 + co2 A da2 4- (.) (ox A a)2 = 0, 
(ox A dax + 3co2 A co42 + (.)(ox A (o2 = 0. 
Moreover; we must have in mind that (2.30), (2.31) hold. 
The following form of polar matrix corresponds to the PfafTs forms c032, dax, 
da2, a>41, a>31, ca42, dkl9 dfc2 
Û>1 ~0>2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 - c o t —co2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 —co2 -COi 0 0 0 0 
Й>2 «>1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 ~Û>2 0 — Зco^ 0 0 0 
0 - Û > I 0 0 0 — Зco2 0 0 
0 0 mco2 0 — mcoj 0 - C O l 0 
0 — mco^ mco2 0 — mco^ mco2 - o > i — co: 
the rank of which is h = 8. The number of Pfaff*s forms is q = 8, the number of 
exterior quadratic relations is sx = 8 = h, the system in our consideration is involu-
tive. Thus we have 
Theorem 4. Let (A) be a surf ace in A4, (B) be a surface in A'4. Let C0 : (A) -*• (B) 
be a special affine deformation of second order. The triplets [(̂ 4), C0, (#)] exist 
and depend on eight functions of one argument. 
II. Px * 0, p2 * 0. 
The triplets [(̂ 4), C, (B)], C :(A) -+ (B) being an affine deformation of second order, 
are given by the system of equations (1.3), (1.5), (1.6), (1.7), (1.8), (1.9), (2.16), (2.19) 
together with quadratic relations (1.10), (1.11), (1.12), (2.20); moreover, (2.21) holds. 
We have 
ft • - ^ > dft - -J; (Pz dfit + Pi dfi2 - P'2 dP'x) . 
Pi Pi 
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Therefore the last two equations (2.20) become 
COt A T41 - C02 A [dj?i - j?i(0)22 + C044 - G)33)] + 
+ co2 A [dj8x - Px(co22 + co44 - cw33)] + a ^ c t f ! A CO2 = 0 , 
P2CDt A [d^ i - PX(C022 + 0)44 - CW33)] -
- pico1 A [dp2 - p2(coit + co33 - co44)] -
- # . ^ 1 A [d£ i - p[(co22 + co44 - cw33)] -
- p[co2 A t 3 2 + a2)8i^2c01 A co2 = 0. 
The following shape of polar matrix corresponds to the Pfaff's forms 
o>32> daj - atcolu da 2 - a2co22 , co41, dpx - pt(co22 + co44 - co 3 3 ) , 
d^2 - ^2(^11 + <%3 - oy44)9 co31, a>42, T 3 1 , T 4 2 , T 3 2 , T 4 1 , 
dp[ - P'i(<022 + co44 - co33) 
Û>! — Є 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 ~Й>1 — 0>2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 - o » i — C 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ct>2 0 0 0 0 - a > ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 - й > 2 0 0 0 — З íЙ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -CÜ! 0 0 0 0 0 — Зa>2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - Û > I 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 —co2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - O ) ! 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 — Ct>2 0 
0 0 0 0 - C t > 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 -(йx(oг 
0 0 0 0 -ßг(Oi ČI<ÖI 0 0 0 0 ß\(02 0 02Й>1 
It may be checked by direct computation that the determinant arising from this matrix 
by omitting the first column is of the value 
9$2CD\CO\ * 0 . 
The number of Pfaff's forms is q = 13, the number of exterior quadratic relations is 
st = 12 and the rank of polar matrix is h = 12. It results that the mentioned system 
is involutive. We obtain 
Theorem 5. Let (A) be a surface in A4 and (B) be a surface in A4. Then the triplets 
[(^4), C, (JB)], C : (Al) -> (JB) being an affine deformation of second order, exist and 
depend on one function of two arguments. 
Finally, let us remark that if we suppose C to be an affine deformation of third 
order, we obtain equivalent surfaces. 
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